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Abstract 

Murugesan. et. al. introduced and studied the concepts of fuzzy p-sets and fuzzy q-sets.Bageerathi.et. al. defined fuzzy C-p-s ets and 

fuzzy C-q-sets by replacing the closure operator by the C-closure operator in the definit ion of fuzzy p-sets and fuzzy q-sets. In this 

chapter, C-fuzzy p-sets and C-fuzzy q-sets are introduced and their properties are investigated. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  

 

Murugesan.et.al. introduced and studied the concepts of fuzzy  

p-sets and fuzzy q-sets. Bageerathi. et. al. defined the notion of 

fuzzy C-p-sets and fuzzy C-q-sets by replacing the closure 

operator by the C-closure operator in the definit ion of fuzzy p-

sets and fuzzy q-sets.   The concepts that are needed in this 

paper are discussed in the second section. The notions ofC-

fuzzy p-sets and C-fuzzy q-sets are respectively introduced in 

section 3. 

Throughout this paper (X, ) is a fuzzy topological space in the 

sense of Chang[2]. 

 

II. PRELIMINARIES  

 

Definition 2.1  

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space. Then a fuzzy subset  

of X is called  

(i)  fuzzy p-set if cl intintcl , 

(ii) fuzzy q-set ifint clclint.[4] 

 

Definition 2.2  

 

Acomplement function C is said to satisfy 

(i) The boundary condition if C(0) = 1 and C(1) = 0,  

(ii) Monotonic condition if x≤  y implies C(x)  C(y), for 

all x, y  [0,1], 

(iii) Involutive condition if C(C(x)) = x, fo r all x, y  

[0,1].[3] 

 

Lemma 2.3  

 

Let C: [0, 1]  [0, 1] be a complement function that satisfies 

the monotonic and involutive conditions . Then for any family  

{α: α } of fuzzy subsets of X, we have  

(i) C({α : α}) ={C (α ): α}= {( Cα ): α} 

and 

(ii) C ({α : α}) = {C(α ): α}= {( Cα ): α}.[1] 

 

Lemma 2.4  

 

If the complements function C satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions, then for any fuzzy subset  of X,  

(i) C (int) = clC(C) and C(clC) = int(C), 

(ii)  ≤ clC, 

(iii)  If  then clCclC, 

(iv)  is fuzzy C-closed iffclC = .[1] 

 

Definition 2.5  

 

Let (X, ) be a fuzzy topological space and let C be a 

complement function. Then a fuzzy subset  of X is called  

(i)  Fuzzy C-p-set ifclCintintclC, 

(ii) Fuzzy C-q-set ifintclCclCint. [1] 

 

Lemma 2.6  

 

Let C be a complement function that satisfies the monotonic 

and involutiveconditions. Let be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy  

topological space (X,). Then C(cl()) = int (C).[5] 

 

III.ON C-FUZZY P-S ETS & C-FUZZY Q-S ETS  

 

Definition 3.1  

 

Let  be a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space (X, ). 

LetC: [0, 1] [0, 1] be a complement function. Then  is a 

(i) C-fuzzy p-set if C() is a fuzzy p-set, 

(ii) C-fuzzy q-set if C() is a fuzzy q-set. 

Proposition 3.2  

 

Let C: [0, 1] [0, 1] be a complement function that satisfies 

the monotonic and involutive conditions. Let  be a fuzzy  

subset of a fuzzy topological space (X, ). Then 

(i) Every fuzzy p-set is a fuzzy C-p-set, 

(ii) Every fuzzy q-set is a fuzzy C-q-set. 
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Proof 

 

Suppose  is fuzzy p -set. Then by Defin ition 2.1(i), cl 

int()int cl().By taking complement on both sides, by using 

Lemma 2.3,C(cl int())   C(int cl ()). By using Lemma 2.4(i) 

and Lemma 2.6, intclC(C) clCint(C). Again by taking 

complement on both sides, by using Lemma 2.3, C(intclC(C)) 

 C(clCint(C)). By using Lemma 2.4(i), (ii) and Lemma 2.6, 

clCint(C(C)) intclC(C(C)). Since C satisfies the involutive 

condition, clCint() intclC(). Then by Defin ition 3.1(i),  is 

fuzzy C-p-set. This proves (i). 

Suppose  is fuzzy q-set. Then by Definition 2.1(ii),intcl () 

cl int(). By  taking complement on both sides, by using 

Lemma 2.3, C(intcl ())  C(cl int()). By using Lemma 2.4(i) 

and Lemma 2.6,clCint (C)intclC(C). Again by taking 

complement on both sides, by using Lemma 2.3, C (clCint 

(C)) C(intclC(C)). By using Lemma 2.4(i), (ii) and Lemma 

2.6,intclC(C(C))clCint (C(C)). Since C satisfies the 

involutive condition, intclC() clCint (). Then by Definit ion 

3.1(ii),  is fuzzy C-q-set. This proves (ii). Th is completes the 

proof of the Proposition. 
 

The converse of the above Proposition is not true as shown in 

the following example. 

 

Example 3.3 

 

Let X = {a, b} and let = {0*, {a0.7, b0.6}, {a0.5, b0.9}, {a0.7, b0.9}, 

{a0.5, b0.6}, 1*} be a fuzzy topology on X. The family of all 

closed sets = {0*, {a0.3, b0.4}, {a0.5, b0.1}, {a0.3, b0.1}, {a0.5, b0.4}, 

1*}. Let C(x) =
x

x

21

1




be a complement function that satisfies 

the monotonic and involutive conditions. The family of all 

fuzzy C-closed sets = {0*, {a0.3, b0.4}, {a0.5, b0.1}, {a0.3, b0.1}, 

{a0.5, b0.4}, 1*}.Let  = (0.5, 0.6). Then clCint() = (1, 1) and 

intclC() = (1, 1). It follows that, clCint()intclC(). Therefore 

 is fuzzy C-p-set. Also clint() = (1, 1) and intcl() = (0, 0). It  

follows that, cl int() ≰ int cl (). Therefore  is not fuzzy p-

set. 

Let  = (0.54, 0.6). Then clCint() = (0.714, 0.866) and 

intclC() = (0.7, 0.5). It fo llows that,intclC() clCint (). 

Therefore  is fuzzy C-q-set. Also cl int() = (0.3, 0.5) and 

intcl() = (0.7, 0.5). It follows that, intcl() ≰ cl int (). 

Therefore  is not fuzzy q-set. 

 

Remark 3.4  

 

The conclusion of Proposition 3.2 does not hold if the 

conditions monotonic and involutive are dropped and the 

example is given below. 

 

Example 3.5  

 

Let X = {a, b, c} and let = {0*, {a0, b0, c0.3}, {a0.6, b0, c0}, 

{a0.6, b0, c0.3}, 1*} be a fuzzy topology on X. The family of all 

closed sets = {0*, {a1, b1, c0.7}, {a0.4, b1, c1}, {a0.4, b1, c0.7}, 1*}. 

Let C(x) = x
2 

be a complement function that does not satisfies 

the monotonic and involutive conditions. The family of all 

fuzzy C-closed sets = {0*, {a0, b1, c0.548}, {a0.775, b0, c0}, {a0.775, 

b0, c0.548}, 1*}.Let  = (0.775, 0, 0.548). Then clint() = (1, 1, 

0.7) and intcl() = (1, 1, 1). It follows that,cl int() ≤ int cl (). 

Therefore  is fuzzy p-set.Also clCint() = (0.775, 0, 0.548) and 

intclC() = (0.6, 0, 0.3). It  follows that, clCint() ≰ intclC(). 

Therefore  is not fuzzy C-p-set. 

 

Example 3.6  

 

Let X = {a, b} and let = {0*, {a0.3, b0.5}, {a0.7, b0.4}, {a0.3, b0.4}, 

{a0.7, b0.5}, 1*} be a fuzzy topology on X. Let C(x) = 
21 x  

be a complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions. Let  = (0.8, 0.7, 0.7). Then cl int() = 

(0.7, 0.7, 0.6) andintcl() = (0.3, 0.3, 0.4). It follows that, int cl 

() cl int (). Therefore  is fuzzy q-set. AlsointclC() ≰clCint 

(). Therefore  is not fuzzy C-q-set. 

 

Proposition 3.7  

 

Let C: [0, 1] [0, 1] be a complement function that satisfies 

the monotonic and involutive conditions. Then 

(i) Every C-fuzzy p -set is fuzzy C-p-set, 

(ii) Every C-fuzzy q -set is fuzzy C-q-set. 

 

Proof 

 

Suppose  is C-fuzzy p-set. Then by using Defin ition 3.1(i), C 

is fuzzy p-set. Byusing Defin ition 2.1(i), cl int(C) int cl(C). 

By taking complement on both sides, by using Lemma 2.3, C(cl 

int(C))  C(int cl (C)). By using Lemma 2.4(i) and Lemma 

2.6,intclC(C(C)) clCint(C(C)). SinceC satisfies the 

involutive condition, intclC(C) clCint(). Then by Definit ion 

3.1(i),  is fuzzy C-p-set. This proves (v).  

Suppose  is C-fuzzy q-set. Then by Defin ition 3.1(ii), C is 

fuzzy q-set. By using Defin ition 2.1(ii), it fo llows that intcl 

(C) cl int(C). By  taking complement on both sides, by using 

Lemma 2.3,C(intcl (C))   C(cl int(C)). By using Lemma 

2.4(i) and Lemma 2.6,clCint (C(C)) intclC(C(C)).Since C 

satisfies the involutive condition, clCint ()intclC(). Then by 

Definition 3.1(ii),  is fuzzy C-q-set. This proves (ii). This 

completes the proof of the Proposition. 
 

The converse of the above Proposition is not true as shown in 

the following example. 

 

Example 3.8  

 

Let X = {a, b} and let = {0*, {a0.7, b0.6}, {a0.5, b0.9}, {a0.7, b0.9},  

 

{a0.5, b0.6}, 1*} be a fuzzy topology on X. Let C(x) =
x

x

21

1




be  

 

A complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions. Let  = (0.5, 0.6). Then clCint() = (1, 1) 

and intclC() = (1, 1). It follows that, clCint() intclC(). 

Therefore  is fuzzy C-p-set. Now C = (0.714, 0.866). Thencl 

int(C) = (1, 1) and int cl (C) = (0, 0). It follows that, cl 

int(C) ≰ int cl (C). Therefore  is not C-fuzzy p -set. 
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Example 3.9  

 

Let X = {a, b} and let = {0*, {a0.3, b0.5}, {a0.7, b0.4}, {a0.3, b0.4}, 

{a0.7, b0.5}, 1*} be a fuzzy topology on X. Let C(x) = 
21 x  

be a complement function that satisfies the monotonic and 

involutive conditions. Let  = (0.7, 0.8). Then clCint() = 

(0.714, 0.866) andintclC() = (0.7, 0.5). It follows that, intclC() 

clCint (). Therefore  is fuzzy C-q-set. Now C = (0.714, 

0.866). Thencl int(C) = (0.7, 0.5) and int cl(C)= (1, 1). It  

follows that, int cl (C) ≰ cl int (C). Therefore  is not C-

fuzzy q-set. 

 

Remark 3.10 

 

The conclusion of Proposition 3.7 does not hold if the 

monotonic and involutive conditions of C are dropped and the 

example is given below. 

 

Example 3.11  

 

Let X = {a, b} and let = {0*, {a0.3, b0.2}, 1*} be a fuzzy  

topology on X. The family of all closed sets = {0*, {a0.7, b0.8}, 

1*}.Let C(x) = x
2 

be a complement function that does not 

satisfies the monotonic and involutive conditions. The family of 

all fuzzy C-closed sets = {0*, {a0.548, b0.447}, 1*}.Let  = (0.4, 

0.4). Then C = (0.714, 0.866). It can be calculated that cl 

int(C) = (0, 0) and intcl(C) = (0.3, 0.2). It follows that, cl 

int(C) ≤ int cl (C). Therefore  is C-fuzzy p-set. Also 

clCint() = (0.548, 0.447) and intclC() = (0.3, 0.2). It follows 

that, clCint()≰intclC(). Therefore  is not fuzzy C-p-set. 

 

Example 3.12  

 

Let X = {a, b, c} and let = {0*, {a.1, b0.2, c0.2}, {a0.2, b0.1, c0.3}, 

{a0.2, b0.2, c0.3}, {a0.1, b0.1, c0.2}, 1*} be a fuzzy topology on X. 

The family of all closed sets = {0*, {a.9, b0.8, c0.8}, {a0.8, b0.9, 

c0.7}, {a0.8, b0.8, c0.7}, {a0.9, b0.9, c0.8} 1*}. Let C(x) = x be a 

complement function that does not satisfy the monotonic and 

involutive conditions. The family of all fuzzy C-closed sets = 

{0*, {a.01, b0.04, c0.04}, {a0.04, b0.01, c0.09}, {a0.04, b0.04, c0.09}, 

{a0.01, b0.01, c0.04} 1*}. 

Let  = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1). Then C = (0.316, 0.316, 0.316). It can 

be calculated thatcl int(C) = (0.8, 0.8, 0.7) and int cl(C) = 

(0.2, 0.2, 0.3). It fo llows that, int cl (C) ≤ cl int(C). Therefore 

 is C-fuzzy q-set. Also clCint() = (0, 0) and intclC() = (1, 1). 

It follows that, intclC() ≰ clCint(). Therefore  is not fuzzy C-

q-set. 
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